Organizes meetings and other events that ensure exchange of opinion occurs between
its members and their local/foreign customer.
Supports its members in expanding their customer portfolio and increasing export volume by attending both national and international fairs together with its own members.
Takes initiatives before public institutions to ensure decisions are made to the benefit of
its members and represents the overall sector.
Makes public aware of its members’ opinions and informs its members about developments via its magazine published periodically.
Contributes to cooperation platforms to carry out projects in collaboration with other
non-governmental organizations and universities.
Advises its members of developments brought about by new regulations and decrees.
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Arranging trade delegations to target markets.
Organizing and participating in national / international trade fairs.
Organizing “Buying Missions”.
Monitoring and providing sectoral data, reports and market research studies.
Developing co-operations with international institutions.
Organizing training courses, seminars and meetings related to the industry.
Solving problems and difficulties arising from the legal transactions that the
member firms encounter.
Examining foreign trade regulations and laws of importer countries so as to
keep the member firms informed about the international rules.

BEYSAD (White Goods Suppliers Association) is an association having 151 members, created jointly by firms providing services to white goods main industry firms as supply industry for the purpose of
voicing their common issues more effectively and obtaining more
tangible results in comparison with individual efforts.

TURKISH HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES SUPPLIERS

Turkish Electro Technology Exporters’ Association (TET) is a
professional establishment which deals with the export activities of its members. It was founded on 02.09.1991 with the
decision of the Council of Ministers of Republic of Turkey and
has over 7600 member companies.

About
BEYSAD
The activities of BEYSAD

The activities of TET

TURKISH HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES SUPPLIERS
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About
TET

About
TURKHAS
Team
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T

urkish Household Appliances Suppliers Team (TURKHAS) is a marketing cluster, which has been
brought into the life with the support of Ministry of Economy on the date of 04.01.2012. The project
consists of 21 leading appliance manufacturing companies, which all of them are presently exporting many regions of the world. The main purpose of the project is to increase the export turnovers
of the member companies by realizing activities aimed at increasing the power of competition of
them. In order to enable 21 companies to reach to the new markets, Strategic Consultancy Services are received, “Trade Delegations” and “Buying Missions” are formed and participations at the exhibitions are realized
within this project, which is carried out by Turkish Electro Technology Exporters’ Association (TET). Additional
to these activities, the relevant trainings and work shops are organized for the issues, which might be required
for the staff of member companies.

Our
Members

AN-EL

ATM

GORENJE, MORA, MONDIAL, COTHERM and several other
local manufacturers. All of its products have ENEC-VDE
approval and EN-ISO 9001:2008 certificates for its systems.
All AN-EL productions are supported by CAM technology. Its
experience in mold designing and production gained a high
performance in molding process since the company’s goal
is to achieve technological perfection upon the customers’
requests. AN-EL’s target is to be the leader in quality and
realizes the approaching according to the economical and
technical requirements.

ATM started the production of parts to the Appliance
Industry in 1987. It is serving the industry with innovative
solutions by combining twenty-five years of experience
and knowledge in cooling cycle components mainly
condensers and evaporators and advanced machinery
production. Company’s main working principle is to
follow the developing technologies and finding the new

Address

Velibaba Mah. Ankara Cad. No:188 Dolayoba 34896 Pendik - Istanbul / TURKEY

Des Sanayi Sitesi 110 Sokak D:25 Blok No:9 Istanbul / TURKEY

Contact

Contact

+90 216 307 74 01

anel@an-el.com.tr

www.an-el.com.tr

+90 216 466 23 53
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Address

solutions to meet the increasing demands of customers
for a better environment. ATM has two factories in Istanbul
and Kocaeli, special design machinery manufacturing
skills, R&D capability and patented products in the field of
condensers and evaporators. ATM exports more than half
of its production to companies in Italy, France, Tunisia,
Austria, Russia and India.

besimoktayer@atm-tr.com
sedatcanar@atm-tr.com

www.atm-tr.com

+90 216 307 74 04

+90 216 466 23 52

Products

Products

Rotary Switches, Commutators, Rocker Switches, Door Switches for Refrigerators, Slide Switches Indicator – Signal Lamps

Wire on tube condensers, Patented ATM condensers, Aluminum D-profile evaporators, Tube forming, Air conditioner piping kits

TURKISH HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES SUPPLIERS
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AN-EL Electrical Components Company has been founded
in 1972 which is today located in the eastern side of Istanbul
City. Since its foundation, AN-EL has been effective in
producing rotary switch, rocker switch, slide switch and
signal lamps for household goods industry and electrical
equipment in general. The company’s aim is always to
meet customer’s requests at the highest level of quality
and service. AN-EL is dealing with the leading companies
in the home appliances sector. Its main customers are
ELECTROLUX, VESTEL, ARÇELİK, INDESIT, CANDY,
ROBERT THOMAS, GLEN DIMPLEX GROUP, MARQUARDT,

BALORMAN

wood industry in both production and raw material import
with the ancillary industry culture developed, paved the
way to commence wooden pallet production in BALORMAN.
The factory spans over 37,000 m2 outdoor and 14,500 m2
indoor area and produces table tops, wooden packaging
materials and wooden pallets. Currently, 9 million table
tops of which 3 million are grouped table tops are being
produced on annual basis. It renders services in the field
of wooden pallet with a wide service network consisting of
35 suppliers spreading over various regions in Turkey as
well as pallet handling centers in Çayırova, İzmir, Adana,
Çatalca, İzmit and Tekirdağ.

CAM MERKEZİ is serving the glass business since 1974 with
3 brands: Yorim, Yorsan and Yorglas. It is covering the glass
demands of household appliances sector to commercial
refrigerators market, architectural glasses to decorative
glasses and international glass trade. Yorim is capable of
producing insulating glass for commercial and industrial
refrigerators at Gebze Factory. Starting from 2012 the
company is back in the kitchen with new investment at Bolu
factory where it is processing glass for white goods such
as oven door glasses, cooker hoods glasses, panel glasses,

Address

Organize Sanayi Bolgesi 3. Cadde No:17 Bolu / TURKEY

Pelitli Yolu Cad. No:135 Pelitli Koyu Gebze-Kocaeli / TURKEY

Contact

Contact

+90 374 243 94 92
+90 374 243 81 65

oyakaya@balorman.com
seyhanocak@balorman.com

www.balorman.com

+90 262 751 21 10
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Address

cook top glasses and refrigerators shelf glasses. Yorglas
is the first in production of satin acid etched decorative
glasses in Turkey since 1989. 80% of its production is being
exported to 20 countries throughout the world. Yorsan is
the distribution and international trade company of the
group. The biggest asset of Yorsan is its distribution web
with in Turkey. More than 800 customers in 50 major cities
are cover by this web and 70 worldwide glass suppliers are
included in its supply chain web.

mertc@yorim.com.tr

www.yorim.com.tr

+90 262 751 17 49

Products

Products

White Goods Table Tops, Wooden Pallets and Packaging Materials

Oven door glasses, HOBS glasses, Cooker hood glasses, Panel glasses, Refrigerator glasses, Refrigerator door glasses

TURKISH HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES SUPPLIERS
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The journey of BALORMAN started with timber production
in the wood industry in 1958 and continued with wooden
furniture production and raw material import in later years.
Large volumes of log have been imported from Chile,
South Africa, New Zealand, USA, Scandinavian and Baltic
countries, Russia and Ukraine since 1985. Bolu facilities
came into operation in 1990s to make wooden and plastic
component production for the appliance goods industry.
BALORMAN commenced producing table top for the
white goods industry late in 1990s. Investments in plastic
injection plant and table top grouping lines were completed
in 2000s and BALORMAN switched to producing grouped
table top as a component. Long years of know-how in the

CAM MERKEZİ (YORİM)

DE-KA ELEKTROTEKNİK

out by state of art full-automatic production lines which
are also capable of automatic quality controlling along
the process. DE-KA’s quality based production techniques
placed the company as the main supplier of 8 out of 10
largest Home Appliances brands in Europe. All products
are guaranteed by the relevant standards e.g. TSE, HAR,
VDE, KEMA, ASTA, IMQ, IRAM, SABS, SII.

ELCAB Kablo was established in 1998 and ever since,
has achieved great improvements for its targets to be the
leader in its sector. In 6000m2 covered area it serves for
home appliances, small household appliances, industrial
kitchen, textile, electrical & electronics, automotive, ship
construction, rail transport, aviation and lighting system
sectors. About 50% of its turnover has been generated
by exporting to 42 different countries all over the World.
ELCAB has quality system certificate of TSE ISO 9001-2008.
The company’s products are produced accordingly with
VDE, BSI, CE and GOST-R quality certificates and conforms

Address

Akse Mah. Fevzi Cakmak Cad. No:140 Cayirova - Kocaeli / TURKEY

Ataturk Mah. Omur Sok. No:9 Arnavutkoy - Istanbul / TURKEY

Contact

Contact

+90 262 743 60 60

order@de-ka.com

+90 262 744 29 18

www.de-ka.com

+90 212 685 20 94
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Address

to ROHS and REACH regulations. The facility occurs with
5 different production plants integrated with each other.
In ELCAB premises; silicone cable, fiberglass cables,
silicone profiles, silicone tubes, multi core silicone cables,
iron cords, PVC cables, multi core PVC cables, hot mold
bumpers, wire harnesses, gasket assembling, signal lamps
harnessing, and power cord are produced. As a company
of having continuous targets by focusing its customers, to
invest for quality environment and human is the guarantee
of its future.

export@elcabkablo.com
elcab@elcabkablo.com

www.elcabkablo.com

+90 212 685 02 80

Products

Products

Power cords with plugs, Power cords w/out plugs

Silicone cables, Fiberglass silicone cables, Silicone profiles, Silicone gaskets, Silicone tubes, Wire harnesses, Power cords
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DE-KA ELEKTROTEKNİK is in business of designing and
manufacturing power supply cords with plugs since 1993.
Customers’ requirements are consistently met by providing
high quality products, at a fair market value, delivered on
time and returned by exceptional customer service. Today
DE-KA has annual 50 Million power cord sets capacity, the
largest production capacity in Europe. Production is carried

ELCAB KABLO

ERTA ELEKTROMEKANİK

and direction of its management, ERTA has become the
leading supplier in the Turkish market and increasingly
serves international markets. ERTA’s aim is to be a major
supplier not only in Turkey but also in the world market,
selling high quality products at competitive rates.

FORMYAY is a spring manufacturing company currently
providing springs, wireforms and band clips to several
industrial sectors including home appliances, automotive,
defense equipment and electronics, agricultural
structures, sports equipment, medical devices and
all other niche markets. Since 1994, the company has

Address

Ayazaga Mah. Kemerburgaz Cad. Cendere Yolu No:59/3 Sisli - Istanbul / TURKEY

Ankara Yolu 28. km Kemalpasa, Izmir / TURKEY

Contact

Contact

+90 212 289 00 99

erta@erta.com.tr
furkanergor@erta.com.tr

www.erta.com.tr

+90 232 878 88 88
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Address

been developing to utilize machines, raw materials
and manpower to serve its customers with best quality
at the best price. FORMYAY products were certified by
TSE (Turkish Institute for Standards) in 1998. Also, the
company had been accredited by TUV MANAGEMENT
SERVICE on June 29, by ISO 9000-2008 certificate.

info@formyay.com.tr

+90 212 289 03 89

+90 232 878 88 00

Products

Products

Thermocouples, Pilot groups, Electrical & Battery igniters (Spark generators), Piezo igniters, Ignition & Ionization electrodes,
Micro switches

Compression springs, Torsion springs, Extension springs, Wire forms, Band clips

www.formyay.com.tr

TURKISH HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES SUPPLIERS
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ERTA was established in 1984 in Istanbul as a manufacturer
and supplier of piezo igniters to local markets. In 1992, due to
growing demand, the company expanded its manufacturing
plant and changed its name to ERTA Electromechanical
Industries Ltd. Co. to reflect its expanding range of products
and new vision. Since its establishment, due to the vision

FORMYAY

HATKO

TURKISH HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES SUPPLIERS

GENÇLER Kablo took its place at the household industry
as a confidential supplier. By certificating their products
with worldwide accepted standards like VDE, TSE, HAR,
ISO, KEMA and performing production under REACH and
ROHS declarations proved the seriousness at the quality
stage. With a capacity of 60 million meter single core, 20
million meter flexible and 2,2 million piece power cord
production per month, GENÇLER is walking to achieve
the aim of being a worldwide supplier.

HATKO Electronics has been established in 1969 and has
joined to HATKO Technical Equipment, Representation
and Trading Inc. in 1988. HATKO Group of Companies is
represented in different Branches such as International
iron & steel trading, Defense industry, Tool manufacturing,
Metal and plastic processing industry, Yacht Tourism,
Aquaculture, International partnerships, Coal and steel
industry, Shipbuilding, Railway equipment. The company
has 103 employees, with a production area of 2,400
m2. The company’s products are standard and special

type terminals and receptacles, housings, connectors
and sleeves, crimping tools and machines. HATKO
serves to Household Appliances, Automotive Industry,
Communication and Consumer electronics markets. The
company has Quality certificate of ISO 9001:2008 as well
as VDE and UL tested product groups, TSEK (Turkish
Standards Institute) in product technical quality, GOST-R
Russian product technical quality standards and RoHS
conformity.

Address

Address

Organize Sanayi Bolgesi 20. Cadde No:12 26110 Eskisehir / TURKEY

Universite Mah. Firuzkoy Bulvari No:52 34320 Avcilar, Istanbul / TURKEY

Contact

Contact

+90 222 236 84 99

sayat.cakir@genclerkablo.com
info@genclerkablo.com

www.genclerkablo.com

+90 212 591 35 20
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GENÇLER Kablo was founded in 1979 by Mr. Faruk
Çakır to supply low voltage and data cables for domestic
market. After starting to work with home appliance sector
in 1990, GENÇLER gave importance on quality standards
and investments on technology. Since its foundation,
the improvement of the company never stopped and
formerly moved to its new factory to Eskisehir with
a closed area of 6000m2 and open area of 18.000m2.
Company has the idea of being at top 5 manufacturers
at low voltage and power cord production in Europe.

sales@hatko.com

www.hatko.com

+90 222 236 03 98

+90 212 591 76 91

Products

Products

PVC granule, Single wire, Flexible cables, Power cords

Standard And Special Type Terminals And Receptacles, Housings, Connectors And Sleeves, Crimping Tools And Machines

TURKISH HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES SUPPLIERS

GENÇLER KABLO

KAREL

NBR MAKİNA

Established in 1986, KAREL Electronics Co. primarily
began its activities in Telecommunication Equipments.
Since then it is the leader company in its sector both in
local and Middle East-Africa market (Gartner Research,
2007), exporting to more than 30 countries worldwide.
KAREL’s electronic board manufacturing is a field
of activity that covers all processes from design to
production. KAREL is a competitive company, providing
services to brands like Arçelik, Beko, DemirdökümVaillant in Turkey and AEP-Applied Energy, INCAELEC,
ASELSAN (Military) etc. in international platforms. One of
the main strengths of KAREL is its high quality production
capabilities and processes that realize international

standards, particularly the military ones. KAREL can
provide flexible services both in turn-key projects and
in selected processes. This allows KAREL to serve
customers with different profiles in different projects for
different requirements. KAREL has an area of 12,000 m2
for production and quality control (Total covered area:
20,000 m2) with 56 engineers and 457 technicians. It has
lead-free and RoHS compliant production as of January
2006. KAREL reserves 10% of its annual turnover to
R&D activities, which are performed at the Cyberpark in
Bilkent University, applying formal project management
procedures and using state-of-the-art design and testing
equipment.

Address

Contact
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Ankara Yolu 17. Km PK 73 Kestel - Bursa / TURKEY

Contact
uretim@karel.com.tr

www.karel.com.tr

+90 224 384 10 70

teoman.dumantepe@nbr.com.tr

www.nbr.com.tr

+90 312 267 02 44

+90 224 384 10 75

Products

Products

Design & Manufacturing of Electronic Control & Display Boards for dishwashers, washing machines, ovens and cookers, dryers,
refrigerators, small home appliances, boilers and combi heaters, Telecommunication, Defense Electronics

No frost evaporator, Aluminum tubes, Dryer condensers for dryer machine, Aluminum tube defrost heaters, Door handles,
Serpentine, Condensers

TURKISH HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES SUPPLIERS
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heaters for no-frost evaporator and Silicon cable heaters
stuck on aluminum sheet with bonded back side. The
product range that has been built up through developing
and expanding thereof own appertaining machinery
and equipment production with mould and mould
manufacture in a short time in order to ensure well
responded customer requirements.

Address

Organize Sanayi Bolgesi Gazneliler Caddesi 10 Sincan, Ankara / TURKEY

+90 312 267 02 40

NBR was founded in Bursa in 1987 by Ercan and
Erhan Konuk. NBR got acquainted with world’s leading
refrigerator manufacturers by producing No Frost
evaporator, heat exchangers, serpentine, aluminum
tubes and it’s fittings, door handles, built-in door
and control panels for cookers, condensers, dryer
condensers for dryer machine, aluminum tube defrost

PROMET METAL

ODSEL

ODSEL was established in 2003 as EMS company to
supply electronic boards and sub assemblies to White
Goods and Small Appliance manufacturers. ODSEL’s
expertise is in R&D, Sourcing and Manufacturing of
control boards for washing machines, refrigerators,
vacuum cleaners, coolers, ovens and electronic sub
assemblies of toasters, mixers, coffee machines and
small home appliances as well as customized solutions

like LED lighting for appliances. Facilities are located
in Izmir on west coast of Turkey and easily accessed by
sea, air and land transport. ODSEL has several SMD lines
and RoHS compliant production processes with high
capacity for supporting mass production. Nearby strong
and low cost subcontracting sites are among ODSEL’s
competitive advantages.

Address

Contact
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Topcular Cad. Muhtar Celil Kulaksiz Sokak No:2 Eyup - Istanbul / TURKEY

Contact
cbilgen@odsel.com

www.odsel.com

+90 212 576 30 29

info@prometmetal.com
aydin.argun@prometmetal.com

www.prometmetal.com

+90 236 214 06 33

+90 212 576 59 28

Products

Products

Control Boards For Washing Machines Refrigerators, Vacuum Cleaners, Coolers, Ovens And Electronic Sub
Assemblies Of Toasters, Mixers, Coffee Machines And Small Home Appliances

Pan supports, Oven grills and accessories, Electrostatic enamel coating, Pressing and manufacturing sheet metal parts

TURKISH HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES SUPPLIERS
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the changing needs and design trends of the industry
in a flawless manner. Company has upgraded the ISO
9002 Quality Certificate received in 1998 to the updated
version ISO 9001:2000 in 2001. Thus ROHS certificate,
which updates every year, is also a proof to its submaterial quality.

Address

Orta Olcekli Sanayi Bolgesi 14. Sokak No:4 Muradiye 45140 Manisa / TURKEY

+90 236 214 06 30

PROMET Metal Inc., established in Istanbul 1980, and
then moved its plant to Bolu in 1993. It is one of the
leader firms in Turkey on household supplier industry.
Being the first builder of flat wire pan supports in
Turkey, on 18.000 m2 in its new establishment, the
company is collaborating with the leading companies of
the sector. Since 1980, PROMET Metal Inc. is responding

SAN METAL

REM

REM Electronics has been established in İzmir in 1993 for
the production of Remote Control Units. Today, REM with
50 employees in total area of 5,000 m2 in Manisa has been
giving Electronics Manufacturing Services with ISO 90012000 and C.E. certificates. The production of Electronic
Controllers and Sub-System Modular Equipment has
begun in 1997 and has been continuing with increasing
volume every year. The products which are produced
with newest production technologies are tested 100%
with ICT test system and then delivered. So, all products
are reliable to be used in confidence. Since 1999, with
the establishment of Research and Development Center,

REM has the capability for integrated solutions for all
its business partners for designing and Electronics
Manufacturing Services (EMS). Digital Timers, Digital
Tuners, Speed Control Units for DC Motor Fans, AC Motor
Control Units, Digital Heat Control Systems, Infrared
and RF Remote Control Units, Sub-System Modular
Equipments are some of the products of REM and with
this wide range of solutions it has been cooperating
with the main industries such as Consumer Electronics,
Domestic Home Appliances, Automotive Industries and
Electronics Manufacturing Services.

Address

Contact
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Sanayi Sokak No:33 Pelitlikoy Gebze - Kocaeli / TURKEY

Contact
info@rem.com.tr

www.rem.com.tr

+90 236 213 05 05

+90 262 751 09 69

info@sanmetal.com.tr

www.sanmetal.com.tr

+90 262 751 09 87

Products

Products

Digital Timers, Digital Tuners, Speed Control Units for DC Motor Fans, AC Motor Control Units, Digital Heat
Control Systems, Infrared and RF Remote Control Units

Burners - burner system parts, Enameled parts - enameled caps, Enameled pan support and enameled burner holder for glass hobs,
Aluminum injection casting, Aluminum hot and cold forming, Sheet forming

TURKISH HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES SUPPLIERS
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customers with quality products at competitive prices,
owing to the investments it has made. It has rapid and
safe product shipment facilities not only for the whole
Europe but also throughout the world. SAN METAL,
which has been in business as a solution partner of
main industries for years, has been expanding its service
network in collaboration with those companies that have
been pioneering in their fields of business in Turkey
through sharing its experiences with the mentioned
companies.

Address

Ekrem Elginkan Cad. No:20 3.Kisim Organize Sanayi Bolgesi Manisa / TURKEY

+90 236 213 05 00

SAN METAL is a renowned company, that provides
solution partnership to main industries, notably to
household appliance sector for years, and that is expert
in hot forging, chipped manufactures and shaping,
enameling and aluminum pipe production. Not only
the applicability of its product range to various cooker
systems but also it’s being economical and in compliance
with the international quality standards has carried SAN
METAL to a distinguished position in the field of “Cooker
Burner Systems”. SAN METAL, which takes customer
satisfaction as its fundamental principle, supplies its

TECASA

TECHNOCAST

countries. TECASA’s high quality products are produced
in automated lines. As TECASA, its objective for being
established is to present its products in Europeanstandards to the domestic producers by providing them
logistic and price advantages. Being a Spanish origin
company, it is an elating achievement not only being
the first to manufacture capillary current electrical
thermostat in Turkey but also being the first company
to import the product from outside Turkey and to sell in
domestic market.

TECHNOcast provides end-to-end services in plastic
injection, molding and manufacturing engineering fields
owing through its professional approach, qualified staff
and high technology infrastructure. In its integrated
manufacturing facility, productive and high quality
production is company’s principle and all manufacturing
and quality processes are planned in finest details.

TECHNOcast is a full service supplier in plastic injection
molding. Company’s variety of services include Design,
Mold Making, Plastic Injection, Surface Finishing, Pad
Printing/Hot Stamping and Assembly. We deliver a large
variety of technical and cosmetic plastic parts to semifinished/finished products.

Address

Ahmet Vefik Pasa Mah. Hunkar Cad. No:13 Kestel - Bursa / TURKEY

C.O.S.B G.O. Pasa Mahallesi Cadde 6 No:12 Cerkezkoy - Tekirdag / TURKEY

Contact

Contact

+90 224 373 19 00

kcdurukan@tecasa.com.tr

www.tecasa.com.tr

+90 282 726 44 80

+90 224 373 19 01

+90 282 726 20 22

Products

Products

Capillary Sensing Elements for Gas Thermostats and Electrical Thermostats

Plastic injection molding
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Address

info@technocast.com.tr
muratoney@technocast.com.tr

www.technocast.com.tr
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TECASA is an electrical components manufacturer which
is specialized on manufacturing and sales of electrical
capillary thermostats and capillary sensing elements.
From the date it started production in 1981, its target
has always been to maintain sustainable growth and to
continuously improve its service quality and customer
satisfaction in line with this growth. TECASA’s capacity
was increased after the plant in Bursa was established
in 1999 and it started to serve as a supplier to household
appliances manufacturers in Turkey and its neighborhood

TEKNOPARK

TEKNOPARK Company has over 35 years of experience
in die casting and machining. It has over 100 employees
with 8,500 m2 closed area and daily 14 tones of
melting and casting capacity. The company’s corporate
philosophy is to be a service provider company with

TKS

innovate solutions, sharing its know-how. TEKNOPARK
can produce aluminium parts starting from 50 grams to
5000 grams. TEKNOPARK Company has been awarded
by 16949 certificates.

Address
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Contact

Kocasinan Mah. Baglar Mevkii, Kocasinan Sanayi Sitesi A blok No:1-2 Kocasinan Bahcelievler - Istanbul / TURKEY
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2. Organize Sanayi Bolgesi Gazi Osman Pasa Mah. Gaffar Okan Cad. Zafer Sok. No:10 Cerkezkoy - Tekirdag / TURKEY

+90 282 725 29 39

even more widened the product range. TKS Company’s
mission is to understand its costumers’ needs and
offering them most suitable solutions in order to provide
advantages in terms of innovation and competitiveness.
By making international market researches, it has been
exporting products to USA, Italy, Colombia, Russia,
Ukraine, Macedonia, Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Bulgaria,
Slovakia, Hungary, Iran, Iraq and Algeria.

Contact
info@teknoparkmakine.com.tr

www.teknoparkmakine.com.tr

+90 212 551 90 02
+90 212 551 90 03

sales@tksterminal.com
ecaliskan@tksterminal.com

+90 282 725 28 29

+90 212 551 45 45

Products

Products

Fan Motor, Pulley, Shaft, Bearing Case, Hinge, Engine Cover, Cable Group, Cable with Plug

Standard and special type terminal, Connectors and sleeves,
Plug insert (2.5 amp., 10 amp., 16 amp., Schuko Plug)

www.tksterminal.com
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TKS Company is established to produce terminals, end
splices, plastic connectors, insulation housings and
inserts. It is serving to white goods companies, small
house hold appliances companies, electric-electronic
sectors and automotive industry. The company has
evaluated positive response and created its interior
technical team and opened R&D, Quality control and
Tooling departments and by increasing the product quality

TURAŞ GAZ

TURAŞ Gaz as a family company started its activities
to produce various vending machine parts at 50 m2
closed area located in Emek Street, Istanbul, Sishane.
Late in 1970s, the growing company gave a start to “gas
valve” production sector, in which they would be the
prominent manufacturers in the world and a leader in
Turkey in upcoming years. In 2008, the factory moved
to Silivri and renewed the manufacturing park and the
laboratory by using the latest technology production
and test equipments. Also, gas burners for domestic
cooking appliances have been added to product range.

In 2011, TURAŞ decided to get the laboratory accredited
as a result of increment of quality expectation of
household appliance manufacturers in the world and
in Turkey and requirement of products to meet national
and international standards. As a result of long and
meticulous studies, TURAŞ Laboratory accredited
with the AB-0557-T accreditation number in August
17th, 2012. The tests for gas valves (within the scope
of accreditation), gas valve members, gas burners and
quality control of raw materials are being done at TURAŞ
Laboratory.

Address
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Selimpasa Sanayi Bolgesi Merkez Mah. 5003 Sokak No:7 Selimpasa - Istanbul / TURKEY

Contact
+90 212 723 58 88
+90 212 723 58 38

Products
Burners, Gas valves, Accessories

murat.avci@turasgas.com
gokhan.turhan@turasgas.com

www.turasgas.com
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The following statement by a representative of a leading main industry company summarizes the main industry’s support and the supply industry’s efforts:

We are only as competitive as the supply industry; therefore, it is critical
and vital to plan our actions by finding a common language. With this conference, very important steps have been taken to this end.

No. 1 MOST DENSE REGIONS
No. 2 MOST DENSE REGIONS

ABROAD
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THE REGIONS WHERE THE
SECTOR’S SUPPLIERS ARE MOST
DENSELY LOCATED

EMPLOYEE HEADCOUNT OF THE
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES SECTOR
BEYSAD Members
Non-BEYSAD Member Supply Industry Firms
Main Industry Firms
Sub-Suppliers, Other Firms
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CAPACITY
As of 2011, the average capacity utilization
ratio of BEYSAD-member companies is

73%.
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TURKISH

HOUSEHOLD
PRODUCTION
In 2013

TURNOVER
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The total purchases made by the big four main industry companies (Arçelik, BSH,
Indesit, and Vestel) amounts to approximately USD4 billion. When the supplies provided to other main industry companies (Candy, Simfer, Termikel, Ugur, etc.) as well
as the manufacturing of small home appliances, air-conditioners, electronics, and
other goods are added; the turnover of the intermediate goods production made for
the Industry exceeds USD4 billion.

Ranks 5th in household export throughout the world
Ranks 1st in production among EU countries
With over 25 million capacity in terms of 4 main
product groups
More than 10 million demand in domestic market

Household Appliances Supply
Industry Sector in Turkey

DIRECT EXPORT MARKETS OF THE HOUSEHOLD
APPLIANCES SUPPLY INDUSTRY

Poland
England
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Germany
France
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FOREIGN TRADE

Spain
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The export volume of the appliance goods main industry has risen up to USD4 billion. When
LCD and panel TVs are added, this figure exceeds USD6 billion. 66% of these exports are being
made to EU countries. Notwithstanding the fact that EU is the most important market for the
sector, Turkish manufacturers have the ability to reach almost all countries with their production
facilities located especially at Russia and China.

%

Russia

Hungary

6.6

%

Romania

7.8

%

Italy

8.2

%

Iran

4.1

%

In appliance exports, Turkey ranks 5th after China, Germany, Mexico and Republic of Korea. The
countries the Appliance Supply Industry mostly exports to are UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain
and Iraq respectively.

Logistics
Turkey boasts a significant advantage in trade thanks to its close distance to Europe as well as
the recently fast developing markets of the Middle East and Central Asia. African market, where
appliance goods ownership is very low and an increase in demand is expected, also carries importance for the future. Turkey is turning into a vital base of supply for the main industry which
feels the need to establish production facilities both in EU and in other markets.

OUR ADVANTAGES THAT
MAKE US STRONG

Technological
Advantages

Geographical
Advantages

EU Membership
Advantages

Efficient and up to date equipment capacity
Production flexibility
Production capacity in international standards
Strong industrial structure
Product diversity
Well trained and experienced work force

Short time of delivery
Neighboring the largest markets in the world
Largely suitable for both land and marine transportation
Well developed logistics network

An appealing conjuncture for both foreign and domestic capital investments
Opening up new opportunities for the small-medium sized companies
Increased power of competition in international markets
New employment opportunities
Increased domestic market demand

Dis Ticaret Kompleksi Cobancesme Mevkii
Sanayi Cd. A Blok Kat: 6 (34197)
Yenibosna-Istanbul / TURKEY
info@turkhas.org
T: (+90 212) 454 00 00
F: (+90 212) 454 00 98

